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Abstract 
 

A synthetic data generation procedure is a procedure to 

generate data from either a statistical or mathematical model. 

The data generation procedure has been used in simulation 

studies to compare statistical performance methods or propose 

a new statistical method with a specific distribution. A synthetic 

multivariate data generation procedure with various outlier 

scenarios using R is formulated in this study. An outlier generating 

model is used to generate multivariate data that contains 

outliers. Data generation procedures for various outlier scenarios 

by using R are explained. Three outlier scenarios are produced, 

and graphical representations using 3D scatterplot and Chernoff 

faces for these outlier scenarios are shown. The graphical 

representation shows that as the distance between outliers and 

inliers by shifting the mean,  increases in Outlier Scenario 1, the 

outliers and inliers are completely separated. The same pattern 

can also be seen when the distance between outliers and inliers, 

by shifting the covariance,  increase in Outlier Scenario 2. For 

Outlier Scenario 3, when both values   and   increase, the 

separation of outliers and inliers are more apparent. The data 

generation procedure in this study will be continually used in 

other applications, such as identifying outliers by using the 

clustering method. 

 

Keywords: Data generation procedure, multivariate data, outlier 

generating model, Chernoff faces, scatterplot 3D, R 

 

Abstrak 
 

Prosedur penghasilan data sintetik ialah satu prosedur untuk 

menghasilkan data daripada model statistik atau matematik. 

Dengan taburan spesifik, prosedur penghasilan data telah 

digunakan dalam kajian simulasi untuk membandingkan prestasi 

kaedah statistik atau mencadangkan kaedah statistik baru. 

Dalam kajian ini, satu prosedur penghasilan data multivariat 

sintetik dengan pelbagai senario data terpencil menggunakan 

R diformulakan. Satu model penghasilan data terpencil 

digunakan untuk menghasilkan data multivariat yang 

mengandungi data terpencil. Langkah-langkah untuk prosedur 

penghasilan data dengan pelbagai senario data terpencil 

menggunakan R dijelaskan. Tiga senario data terpencil 

dihasilkan dan perwakilan grafik menggunakan scatterplot 3D 
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dan Chernoff faces ditunjukkan. Perwakilan grafik menunjukkan 

bahawa apabila jarak antara data terpencil dan bukan data 

terpencil dengan mengalih mean,  meningkat dalam Senario 

Data Terpencil 1, data terpencil dan bukan data terpencil akan 

terpisah sepenuhnya. Keputusan yang sama juga boleh dilihat 

apabila jarak antara data terpencil dan bukan data terpencil 

dengan mengalih covariance,  meningkat dalam Senario 

Data Terpencil 2. Bagi Senario Data Terpencil 3, apabila kedua-

dua nilai   dan  meningkat, pemisahan antara data terpencil 

dan bukan terpencil semakin jelas. Prosedur penghasilan data 

dalam kajian ini akan terus digunakan dalam aplikasi yang lain 

seperti mengenalpasti data terpencil dengan menggunakan 

kaedah berkelompok. 

 

Kata kunci: Prosedur penghasilan data, data multivariat, model 

penghasilan data terpencil, Chernoff faces, scatterplot 3D, R. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

The performance of new multivariate techniques is 

often tested on various data sets by using simulation 

studies [1]. These data sets are generated through a 

statistical model with specific data distribution. The 

procedure to generate the data is known as data 

generating procedure. A data generating 

procedure is a generic term to generate data using 

a data model, whether it is a statistical or 

mathematical model. The data produced by this 

procedure is known as synthetic data.  

The limitation of real data had motivated most of 

the studies to use data generating procedures to 

produce synthetic data to test the proposed 

method's performance. For example, [1] used data 

generating procedure to propose a new algorithm 

for random data simulation where sample size and 

correlation can be set, and a new algorithm named 

SimuleMV was introduced. Data generating 

procedure was used by [2] to generate multivariate 

non-normal random numbers with given 

multivariate skewness and kurtosis via a simulation 

study. The study done by [2] is to overcome the 

problem in behavioural and social science as the 

data are rarely normally distributed in practice. 

Meanwhile, 500 data sets were generated by [3] to 

study the performance of the clinical model also via 

a simulation study. Synthetic data was also used in 

simulation studies such as in [1, 4–7]. Specific 

parameters can be set and tested throughout the 

studies by using synthetic data. 

In multivariate data, one of the interests is to 

identify outliers by using robust estimation of mean 

and covariance matrix. Outliers' studies are closely 

related to robust estimators [8]. Most of the outliers' 

studies involved the process of proposing a new 

robust estimator [5, 9]. The performance of a new 

robust estimator can be tested via a simulation 

study, and a data generation procedure is used in a 

simulation study to generate data. Outlier is 

abnormal data that differs from most of the data 

[10]. Multivariate data is a set of data represented 

by n p  matrix where n  is the sample size and p  is 

the number of variables [11].  

The presence of outliers in multivariate data are 

normally occurs and can be expected. However, 

the outliers can affect proper classical multivariate 

analysis, lead to incorrect conclusions, make 

modelling difficult and disrupt the mean and 

covariance matrix measures. Previous studies such 

as in [6, 9, 12] used synthetic data via simulation 

study to propose new robust estimators. Some 

application of outliers identification in multivariate 

data has been found, such as in geosciences [13, 

14], financial data [15, 16] and medical [17, 18]. 

In the context of outliers for multivariate, the 

outlier generating model is used to generate 

multivariate data that contain outliers [19]. Most of 

the studies used multivariate normal distribution and 

called the outlier generating model as a mixture of 

p-variate normal distributions [4, 5, 9]. In this study, 

three outlier scenarios will be produced from the 

outlier generating model, which is the mean-shift 

model (Outlier Scenario 1), variance-inflation model 

(Outlier Scenario 2), and mean-shift and variance-

inflation model (Outlier Scenario 3). Details for these 

outlier scenarios are explained in Section 2.1. 

The objective of this study is to formulate a 

synthetic data generation procedure for 

multivariate data with various outlier scenarios using 

R. Most of the previous studies do not explain in 

detail about the data generation procedure for 

outlier scenarios in multivariate data. Studies about 

outliers in multivariate data only stated about the 

model that is used to generate data but not for the 

procedure such as in [4–6, 20, 21]. Procedure for new 

or proposed methods is explained in those studies 

with generated data is stated in general. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The 

following section explains about outlier generating 

model, which discusses three outlier scenarios in 

detail. Then, the data generation procedure for 

each outlier scenario using R is explained. A 

graphical representation for each outlier scenario 

using R is shown and discussed in the results and 

discussion section. The last section presents the 

conclusion of this study. 
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2.0 METHODOLOGY 
 

2.1 Outlier Generating Model for Multivariate Data  

 

Random data are generated from the following 

outlier generating model and is given as, 

                    ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 1 1
1 , ,

p p
N N    −  +              (1) 

Where 0 1
,

p
I =  = ( )0

0 0 0


= and ( )1
11 1


= is of 

dimension p . Many outlier studies have used these 

outlier generating model such as in [5,9,20]. 

Inliers are generated from ( )0 0
,

p
N   , whereas 

outliers are generated from ( )1 1
,

p
N     where   

and   are the separation between outliers and 

inliers by shifting mean and covariance. The 

percentage of outliers,  will be used to determine 

the number of outliers in the data. For example, if the 

data has a sample size, 50n =  and percentage of 

outliers, 0.1 = , there will be five outliers in the data. 

In this study, the sample size of 50 and the 

percentage of outliers of 10% is used for illustration 

purposes. Various sample sizes and percentages of 

outliers were used by using the same R code in [6] 

and [7] studies. Sample size of 50 is chose since most 

of the historical multivariate data with outliers has 

sample sizes within 28 to 86 [22]. 

From the outlier generating model in Equation 

(1),   and   will determine the outliers' scenarios 

and the separation between outliers and inliers. 

There will be three outliers' scenarios. The   values 

that used in this study are 1, 2, 4 and 10, and the   

values used in this study are 0.5, 2, 10 and 25. These 

values are based on the studies done by [4, 5, 8].  

In the first scenario (Outlier Scenario 1), the 

separation between outliers and inliers is determined 

by the value of   by shifting the mean, whereas the 

value of   is fixed to 1. Outlier Scenario 1 also be 

named as the mean-shift model, the shifts of 

location, shift outliers or location outliers [23, 24]. 

Outlier Scenario 1 is given by Equation (2). 

                    ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 1 1
1 , , .

p p
N N   −  +              (2) 

The second outliers scenario (Outlier Scenario 2) 

has also been named the shift of scale or scatter 

outliers [5,24]. The separation of outliers and inliers in 

this scenario will be determined by the value of by 

shifting the covariance, whereas the value of   is 

fixed to 0 . Outlier Scenario 2 is given by Equation (3). 

                    ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 1
1 , 0, .

p p
N N   −  +               (3) 

Outlier Scenario 3 shifts both   and 

simultaneously. Outliers and inliers are separated by 

shifting the mean and covariance simultaneously. 

Outlier Scenario 3 is given as follows, 

         ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 1 1
1 , , .

p p
N N    −  +            (4) 

Random data will be generated according to 

these outlier scenarios by using the formulated 

procedure in the next section. 

 

2.2 Synthetic Data Generation Procedure using R  

 

This section presents the procedure and coding to 

generate synthetic multivariate data using R version 

4.0.3. R is an open-source statistical software for the 

users. The following are the general steps to 

generate synthetic multivariate data, and Table 1 

shows R coding for the procedure for each outlier 

scenario. 

 

Step 1. Load ‘MASS’, ‘base’, ‘scatterplot3d’ 

and ‘aplpack’ packages in R. 

Step 2. Define inputs for the outlier generating 

model.  

        (i) n : sample size  

       (ii) p : number of variable 

    (iii) : percentage of outliers 

        (iv) Values for   and  ,  

        (v) ( )
0

0 0 0


=      

           (vi) ( )
1

1 1 1 =  

Step 3. Use ‘mvrnorm’ function to generate the 

multivariate data randomly. 

 
Table 1 R code for synthetic multivariate data generation 

for each outlier scenario ( )50, 0.1n = =  

 

Outlier 

Scenarios 

R code 

1 

(Eq. 2) 

n<-50 

p<-p     #p=3,5 

e<-0.1 

mu0<-rep(0,p) 

mu1<-rep(  ,p)   

sigma<-diag(p) 

n1<-floor((1-e)*n) 

n2<-ceiling(e*n) 

X<-rbind(mvrnorm(n1,mu0,sigma), 

mvrnorm(n2,mu1,sigma)) 

2 

(Eq. 3) 

n<-50 

p<-p     #p=3,5 

e<-0.1 

mu<-rep(0,p) 

sigma0<-diag(p) 

sigma1<-  *diag(p)   

n1<-floor((1-e)*n) 

n2<-ceiling(e*n) 

X<-rbind(mvrnorm(n1,mu,sigma0), 

mvrnorm(n2,mu,sigma1)) 

3 

(Eq. 4) 

n<-50 

p<-p    #p=3,5 

e<-0.1 

mu0<-rep(0,p) 

mu1<-rep(  ,p)   

sigma0<-diag(p) 

sigma1<-  *diag(p)   

n1<-floor((1-e)*n) 

n2<-ceiling(e*n) 

X<-rbind(mvrnorm(n1,mu0,sigma0), 

mvrnorm(n2,mu1,sigma1)) 

 

 

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

For illustration purposes, sample size of 50n = , 

number of variables of 3,5p = and percentage of 

outliers, 0.1 =  are chosen. For each outlier 

scenario, 10% outliers which equivalent to five 

outliers are planted. From Table 1, n2 is coded as 

outliers and are arranged as the last five 

observations (observations 46-50). For Outlier 

Scenario 1, 1,2,4 =  and 10  are used. While 

0.5,2,10 = and 25  are used for Outlier Scenario 2. 
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Outlier Scenario 3 used combination values of   

and  .  

3D scatterplot ( )3p =  and Chernoff faces ( )5p =

are used to illustrate the position of outliers in each 

outlier scenario. Chernoff faces is one of the 

methods to represent multivariate data graphically 

and was invented by  Chernoff (1973). Each 

observation represented the properties of the face, 

such as the height of the face, the width of the eyes, 

and the styling of hair [25, 26]. According to [25], by 

using Chernoff faces, it is easy for the human mind 

to grasp the normality and abnormality in the data. 

 

3.1 Outlier Scenario 1 

 

Figures 1 and 2 show graphically the position of 

outliers for 1, 2,4 =  and 10 for 3p =  and 5.p =

From the 3D scatterplot in Figure 1 with 3,p = the 

outliers and inliers are mixed and difficult to 

distinguish when 1 =  and 2 = . Outliers also are far 

from each other for 1 =  and 2 = . Both of these 

conditions will make the detection of outliers 

difficult. As the   values  increase ( 4 =  and 10 =

), the outliers and inliers can be wholly separated. 

For 4 =  and 10 = , the detection of outliers is 

easier compared to 1 =  and 2 = . As the   

values increase, the success rate in detecting 

outliers increases. Outliers and inliers also form a 

clear separation as the   values  increase.   

Figure 2 shows Chernoff faces for multivariate 

data with five variables. The same pattern can be 

seen for 5p = . The last five observations (outliers) 

show different faces from inliers as the   value 

increase. For 1 = , the faces are mixed and difficult 

to classify whether it is outliers or inliers. However, 

observation 47 show a significant difference face 

from inliers. As the   values increase, observations 

46-50 can be wholly distinguished and can be 

classified as outliers. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 3D scatterplots illustration of Outlier Scenario 1 for  p=3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 =  

 
2 =  

 
4 =  

 
10 =  
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1 =  

 
2 =  

 
4 =  

 
10 =  

 

Figure 2 Chernoff faces illustration of Outlier Scenario 1 for p=5 

 

 

3.2 Outlier Scenario 2 

 

Figures 3 and 4 show the position of outliers when 

covariance is shifted. From the 3D scatterplots Figure 

3, the separation of outliers and inliers is getting more 

clearer as the values   increase. For 0.5 = , there is 

no separation between the outliers and inliers. For 

2 = , the separation between the outliers and inliers 

becomes  more apparent, but there are still outliers 

mixed with inliers. For 10, =  outliers and inliers are 

wholly separated, but a few outliers are still close to 

inliers. As the   values  increase, the outliers and 

inliers are entirely separated from each other and 

can be seen for 25. =  

From the Chernoff faces in Figure 4, the 

separation of outliers and inliers are unclear between 

faces for 0.5 =  and 2. = For 0.5, = face for 

observation 50th (outliers) are pretty similar to 

observation 25th (inliers). Outliers and inliers are still 

mixed for 2 =  and can be seen from the face of 

observation 50th (outliers) and 29th (inliers). For 10 =  

and 25, =  faces for all outliers are different from 

inliers. As the value   increases, it can be seen that 

the faces of outliers show different features from 

inliers .
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0.5 =  

 
2 =  

 
10 =  

 
25 =  

 
Figure 3  3D scatterplots illustration of Outlier Scenario 2 for p=3 

 

 
0.5 =  

 
2 =  

 
10 =  25 =  

 

Figure 4  Chernoff faces illustration of Outlier Scenario 2 for p=5 
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3.3 Outlier Scenario 3 

 

Outlier Scenario 3 used combinations values of   

and  . Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the 3D scatterplot of 

Outlier Scenario 3 for the number of variables, 3.p =  

Both figures show as the values   increase, the 

separation between outliers and inliers becomes 

clearer. The same condition also can be seen for the 

values  . Two different clusters can be seen formed 

when the values of   and   increase. For 1 = ,  

outliers and inliers are still mixed together, and a few 

outliers are separated from inliers as the   values  

increase. For 2, = the separation of outliers and 

inliers becomes more apparent as the   value  

increases. Inliers can be seen forming one compact 

cluster and separated far from the outliers for 4 =  

and 10 =  for all   values.  

Figures 7 and 8 show the Chernoiff face 

illustrations for Outlier Scenario 3 for the number of 

variables, 5.p =  From Figure 7, the faces of outliers 

are not too different from the inliers for 1. =  As the   

values  increase, the faces of outliers show different 

features from inliers. From Figures 7 and 8, the faces 

of outliers show different features for all   values  for 

2. =  As the   values  increase, the faces of outliers 

can be seen showing different features clearly from 

inliers for all   values.  
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  1=  2=  4=  10=  

5.0=  

 

    

2=  

 

    
 

Figure 5 3D scatterplots illustration of Outlier Scenario 3 for p=3 and 0.5, 2. =  
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  1=  2=  4=  10=  

10=  

 

    

25 =  

    
 

Figure 6 3D scatterplots illustration of Outlier Scenario 3 for p=3 and 10, 25. =  
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  1=  2=  4=  10=  

0.5 =  

 
  

 

 

2 =  

 

 

    

 
Figure 7 Chernoff faces illustration of Outlier Scenario 3 for p=5 and 0.5, 2. =
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  1=  2=  4=  10=  

10=  

    

25=  

    
 

Figure 8 Chernoff faces illustration of Outlier Scenario 3 for p=5 and 10, 25. =  
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Table 2  Findings from three outlier scenarios 

 

Outlier 

Scenario 

Number of variables, p  

3  5 

1 Outliers and inliers form a clear separation as 

the   values increase. 

 As the   values  increase, features of faces for outliers 

are different and can be distinguished from inliers. 

2 As the   values increase, outliers and inliers 

are completely separated. 

 As the   values  increase, it can be seen that the faces 

of outliers show different features from inliers. 

3 As the values of   and   increase, the 

separation between outliers and inliers 

becomes clearer.  

 As the values of  and  increase, the faces of outliers 

can be seen showing different features clearly from 

inliers. 

 

 

Table 2 shows the findings from the three outlier 

scenarios of multivariate data. The results show a 

similar pattern between the two variables of 3p =  

and 5.p = Overall, the results show that as the value 

for shift mean and covariance increase, the 

separation between the outliers and inliers becomes 

clearer.  

 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 
 

In this study, a synthetic multivariate data 

generation procedure for three outlier scenarios 

using R is formulated and presented. Three outliers 

scenarios and steps to generate multivariate data 

that contain outliers are explained. Graphical 

representation using scatter plot 3D ( )3p =  and 

Chernoff faces ( )5p = for the three outlier scenarios 

are also provided. The graphical representation is 

used to show the position of outliers and inliers in the 

three outlier scenarios. 

For both number of variables, it can be 

concluded that as the   value  increases in Outlier 

Scenario 1, the outliers and inliers are entirely 

separated. The same pattern also can be seen 

when the   value  increases in Outlier Scenario 2. 

For Outlier Scenario 3, when both values of   and 

  increase, the separation of outliers and inliers are 

more apparent. 

Previous studies only stated a model to generate 

outliers but did not explain in detail the procedure to 

generate the multivariate data that contained 

outliers. Hence, this study presented the data 

generation procedure for multivariate data that 

contained outliers in detail. This data generation 

procedure will be continually used and applied in 

outlier detection methods such as clustering for 

future studies.  
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